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As the evenings draw in and the year comes to a close we’ve been busy
working with all the biggest manufacturers that you know and love to
give you some marvellous offers on your favourite products some
new innovations that are sure to big in 2019.
We’re very grateful for all your support this year and by way of a thank
you we’re delighted to be giving away a fantastic festive hamper with
orders over £750 placed before the 21st of December.
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In this issue of Dental Sky News Happy Kids Dental discuss their
approach to paediatric dentistry and how The Wand™ fits in with
working with children.
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Hi! And welcome to the festive issue of 		
Dental Sky News!

Chantelle Leflaive from Toffeln discusses their scientific approach to
design, introduces the new AktivFlex trainer and shares hier top tips
for choosing shoes for the dental practice.
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A WORD FROM

W&H have been talking to us about dental surgery and looking at their
dedicated surgical solutions; Piezomed and Implantmed.

W&H take a look at how dentistry is being enhanced by the digital
age.

A big step for small patients P4

We also have an interesting feature from Toffeln, one of the UKs leading
manufacturers of footwear for healthcare professionals, about their scientific
approach to design and sharing some great tips for selecting shoes to wear in
practice.

XMAS20

And finally we’re looking back at our October Charity Boat Bash with an insight into
what went down on the night.

Our evening aboard the Sunborn Yacht in pictures! Can you spot
yourself?!

As always, we are keen to hear from you, so please do get in touch if you would like
to write for us or have any suggestions on what you would like featured!

Joe

Joe Earl, Marketing Manager, Dental Sky

Boat Bash in review P46

Quote XMAS20 at checkout to receive £20
off your order. Discount code is valid on
orders over £200 and may only be used once.
Discount is only available on web orders until
31/01/2019

SPEND £750 AND RECEIVE
A CHRISTMAS HAMPER!

Spend over £750.00 (ex VAT) with Dental Sky between the 1st and 21st of December 2018 and we’ll
send you this delightful Connoisseur Gift Box free of charge by way of a thank you!
This offer is only available while stocks last so get your orders in quickly!
This expertly crafted gift box will satisfy everyone on your Christmas gift list. Including a bottle of
Chilean Merlot and a bottle of Sauvignon Blanc, it has you covered whatever they prefer as their tipple
of choice. Eggnog Biscuits, Honeycomb Dips and Rich Baked Mince Pies are simply a mere scratch on
the surface of what this delightful Gift Box has to offer.
Terms and conditions apply - See below*
*Only available to UK dental professionals during the stated promotional period and only while stocks last. Only
available for one qualifying order per dental practice.

Be the life and sole of your practice. P16
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Contents: Otra Tierra Merlot, Otra Tierra Sauvignon Blanc, Arden Cranberry & Orange Panettone, Hand Baked Rich Mince Pies, Brambles Salted Caramel Flapjack Tray, Abbey Eggnog
Biscuits, Van Strien All Butter Cheese & Onion Straws, Eternal Grocer Chilli Coated Peanuts, Jacquot Classic Truffles, Mrs Bridges Spicy Tomato Salsa, Maitre Truffout Chocolate Orange
Sticks, Mighty Fine Salted Caramel Honeycomb Dips, Charles Butler Barley Sugar, Gourmet Ginger & Lemon Chocolate Dipped Cookies, Yorkshire Henderson’s Yorkshire Sauce Crisps,
Taste Red Onion & Cheddar Biscuits

T: 0800 294 4700
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THE WAND

A BIG STEP FOR SMALL PATIENTS
Happy Kids Dental is an innovation in early days
dentistry. Designed with its younger patient base in
mind, it’s more a playground that a paediatric practice
and looks set to turn the dental care of under 18s into a
fine and focused art.

fear when visiting the dentist and we aim
to get rid of the “fear factor”, stopping them
developing a phobia as they grow older. We
welcome any innovations that help to make
them comfortable accepting treatment and
encourages them to maintain stable oral
health throughout their lifetime.’
Generally, parents are delighted that
something they expected to be a traumatic
experience is such a simple and calm
experience. As Helene says: ‘I’ve even had a
few parents say they wish they could have had
The Wand when they’ve needed treatment.’

Situated in the heart of London’s West End, the
Marylebone dental clinic’s jungle theme may
look like a fun factory, but it has a serious side.
Its delivery of dentistry ticks boxes for patients
as well as parents with a promotional and
preventative approach aimed at creating a dental
‘home’ where children feel comfortable and
confident in their care.

Whilst this painless injection system may not
yet have fully replaced the traditional syringe
in dentistry, it certainly has a place in any
practice for which the happiness of patients –
young or old – is key.

The idea was brought to the UK from the States
by brother and sister Yevhen Hunyak and
Roksolana Mykhalus, second-generation dentists
who saw a gap in the market for an exclusively
paediatric practice that could truly create longlasting smiles – in more ways than one.
As well as specialist paediatric care, there is a
dedicated specialist orthodontic suite, a surgery
set up for young patients with special needs,
hygiene and endodontic care and maxillofacial
surgery.
A key factor in their concept is the child-friendly
treatment setting. The surgeries offer the option
of treatment beds or Belmont chairs, depending
on age and requirement, and all equipment is
discreetly hidden away in the cabinetry of each
of its 15 surgeries to make treatments as stressfree as possible.
With this minimally invasive approach, Happy
Kids Dental has also invested in the latest
generation of dental technology, including
handheld intraoral cameras, the lowest-radiation
digital X-ray, inhalation sedation and pain-free
computerised anaesthesia with The Wand –
which has been particularly fitting for its young,
and often nervous, patient base.
Helene Schirmer is one of its three dual-qualified
dental hygienists and therapists. She believes
engaging children early is important and any
dental innovations are well-matched with the
team’s skills and experience in creating perfect
paediatric dental care.
She says: ‘One of the key areas that can create
anxiety is any invasive treatment. We aim to
create a more pleasant experience and build
a positive relationship between patient and
clinician by also using advanced equipment, such
as The Wand, which helps those who may have
had a previous negative experience as well as
those who have not.’
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The computer-assisted anaesthesia system
enables practitioners to deliver virtually pain-free
and highly predictable single tooth anaesthesia
with no collateral numbness. The system offers
visual and audible feedback in real time to guide
users in accurate identification of the correct
location.
The handpiece is comfortable to hold in a pencil
grip, making it easy to access even tricky areas
in small mouths, which is why Helene believes
The Wand’s USP complements the essence of
the practice ethos at Happy Kids Dental – taking
time to understand patients and then addressing
their concerns with gentle care.
Helene herself has been using The Wand for
approximately four years and began doing so
in her role working at a hospital, but other team
members are also experienced in its use.
She says: ‘We have a variety of clinicians from
various backgrounds who have vast experience
working with children and in special care
dentistry and who have been using The Wand for
several years.

www.dentalsky.com

‘Many sufferers of dental phobia and needle
phobia will put off going to the dentist for years,
which can mean parents of children who are
anxious may find it difficult to take their children
to the dentist and cooperate for treatment.
‘For a lot of phobia sufferers, the best form of
treatment for their phobia is to find a dentist that
understands how they feel and tailors treatment
accordingly. We are delighted we can help these
kinds of patients by embracing new types of
products, such as The Wand, that are specially
designed to make dentistry a more comfortable,
less stressful and happier experience.
Helene considers The Wand a big step in the
right direction when it comes to children’s
dentistry.

@happykidsdental
@happykidsdental

She explains: ‘As it doesn’t look like a
conventional syringe [it looks like a pen], its
appearance is reassuring to young and anxious
patients and fits with our patient-centred and
holistic approach to paediatric dental care.

@happykidsdentalmarylebone
www.happykidsdental.co.uk

‘We know that all children have some level of

T: 0800 294 4700

www.dentalsky.com
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Sof-Lex Pop On Discs

The Wand®

BUY 10 GET 5 FREE!

ONLY £2350!

Pain Free Computer Assisted Anaesthesia System
Happier Patients. Happier Practice. All Smiles.

Flexible polishing discs with aluminium oxide coating. 4 different
abrasive grades (coarse to superfine) and 2 disc thicknesses
(normal and extra thin). Each abrasive grade is identified by a
special colour coding system. Discs can be easily changed due
to the patented Pop On mandrel system. Fracture resistant and
sterilisable metal mandrel.

Sof-Lex Discs (85)

The Wand® Empowers Dentists to:
• Painlessly deliver a single tooth injection as the primary
and only injection you need in the mandible.
• Perform all traditional dental injections.
• Perform the Wand STA Intra-ligamentary injection resulting in a
more rapid onset of anaesthesia while eliminating the unnecessary
collateral numbing produced from a traditional block injection.
• Perform newly defined palatal injections (AMSA and P-ASA)
painlessly producing unparalleled comfort and effectiveness.
• Produce superior clinical outcome for all dental injections.
• Improve clinical efficiency.

Now £32.65

Was £36.25

Diamond Burs

The Wand STA

Diamond Burs

137-0050

The Wand STA Handpieces (50)

1
1

BUY
GET

Taper flat end

The state of the art digital platform for local anaesthesia.
The Wand Computer Assisted Anaesthesia System builds practices by greatly
improving patient satisfaction, driving increased loyalty and referrals, and
differentiating the dental practice.

£2,350.00
£124.15

Round end cylinder

FREE
Cavity pear

Ball round

2
1

BUY
GET

Pack of 5

FREE

Flat end cylinder

Cylinder flat end

£8.75

single bur

For shapes and codes, visit www.dentalsky.com

From £3.30

For shapes and codes, visit www.dentalsky.com

Steel Burs

Steel Burs

High quality steel burs

Single use steel burs

Orabloc®

Medibase Cold Bags

4% articaine with epinephrine 1:100,000 or 1:200,000 in 1.8ml
cartridges. Orabloc from Pierrel gives you everything you would
expect from articaine with epinephrine and is also manufactured
in aseptic conditions for increased benefits.

Medibase Cold Bags are easy to use, simply press on the bag’s
centre to activate it and the Cold Bag will rapidly cool to a
temperature of approximately -4°C and will maintain that
temperature for 30 minutes

• Rapid onset of anaesthesia
• Less degradation of epinephrine during aseptic production resulting in
only 10% overage of epinephrine compared to 15% in other anaesthetics.
• Improved shelf life of 24 months at room temperature
• A stable pH of the solution (necessary to reduce soreness injection) during
the life of the product - in aseptic production pH change does not occur.
• Less decay of antioxidants (in the solution to protect epinephrine
from oxidation) during the lifetime of the product.
• Retains the physical properties of the rubber pistons
and plugs in cartridges due to the removal of high
temperature at the final stage of production.

2
1

BUY
GET

FREE

Pack of 6

£3.95

For shapes and codes, visit www.dentalsky.com
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Pack of 25

Was £9.95

Now £7.95

for shapes and codes, visit www.dentalsky.com

www.dentalsky.com

Orabloc 1:100,000 (50)
Orabloc 1:200,000 (50)

165-0003
165-0004

T: 0800 294 4700

£17.95
£17.95

Box of 10 13x17cm bags
Non-woven (10)
Plastic (10)

www.dentalsky.com

149-0000
149-0001

Was £6.75
Was £6.75

Now £5.75
Now £5.75
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RelyX™ Ultimate

2
1*

BUY
GET

Innovative dual cure, adhesive resin cement.
Intro Kit

123-0025

FREE
Now £345.00

Was £395.00

Intro kit contains: 5ml Scotchbond™ Universal, 3ml etchant, tips, mixing wells,
microbrushes, 8.5g syringe each full of cement in shades A30, B0.5, A1 and
Translucent, mixing tips and IFU

Trial Kit - Translucent
Trial Kit - A1

£129.95
£129.95

123-0026
123-0027

Trial kit contains: 1.5ml Scothbond™ Universal, 3ml etchant, tips, microbrushes, 8.5g
syringe cement, mixing tips and IFU

SPOTLIGHT

*

A1 Refill
A3 Opaque
Bleach
Translucent

123-0028
123-0029
123-0030
123-0031

Refill

Was £127.95

Dolor re nis dolorporeped molorest pe consection pra soloriam
J&S Davis Ltd is an exclusive UK distributor of dental
il iliatiatem iusandi cum ius earumet repudissint abor
supplies and instruments which sources the highest
suntibero consedis essequas eum qui volorit harunt pos mos
quality products in their category from all over the world.
sequi

Now £119.95

Refill packs contain: 8.5g syringe cement and 20 mixing tips
*offer applies to refill packs and trial kits only

TempBond

Temporary Cement

Temp Bond is a self-curing zinc-oxide eugenol-based temporary
dental cement indicated for temporary crowns, bridges or splints
for trial cementing permanent restorations.

R&S Temporary Cement is a quick and easy to mix eugenol free
zinc oxide based temporary dental cement.

Curasept ADS Mouthwash
BUY 24 AND GET A CAVEX RUSH BRUSH FREE!
Curasept ADS is a range of anti-bacterial mouthwashes containing
chlorhexidine for home-use or professional which, unlike other
chlorhexidine mouthwashes, do not cause taste disturbance.
General: 0.20% CHX (200ml)
Implant: 0.20% CHX (200ml)
Ortho: 0.05% CHX (200ml)
Perio: 0.20% CHX (200ml)

TempBond without modifier
TempBond NE

AB112
AB115

Was £27.65 Now £23.95
Was £27.65 Now £23.95

1 pack

12-671

339-0033
399-0034
399-0035
399-0036

£5.05
£5.55
£5.05
£5.55

Cavex Cream Alginate

Panavia V5

This modern alginate is easily mixed into
a superbly smooth and creamy substance.
Cavex Cream Alginate closely approaches
silicone quality.

One simple and aesthetic
cement for all your needs!

Now £7.95

Was £14.75

NX3 Dual Cure Cement
NX3 is an aesthetic adhesive permanent cement that represents
a breakthrough in resin cement technology.
For all indirect applications, including veneers, NX3 dual-cure cement
delivers unmatched aesthetics, excellent handling properties, enhanced
adhesion to all substrates and great versatility.
•
•
•
•

Good mechanical properties
Low water solubility and water absorption
Good translucency
High bond strength

NX3 Intro kit
5g Automix Syringe - Clear
5g Automix Syringe -White
5g Automix Syringe -Yellow
5g Automix Syringe -White opaque

12-917
12-919
12-961
12-962
12-964

£209.00
£59.95
£59.95
£59.95
£59.95

T: 0800 294 4700

www.dentalsky.com

Now £315.00
Now £160.00
Now £97.65

BUY
GET

FREE

Micro-Mega One Curve

Clearfil SE Bond 2

One Curve Nickel Titanium
endodontic files from Micro Mega
were developed to respond to the
need for efficient shaping whilst
respecting the initial root canal
anatomy.

Clearfil SE Bond 2 from Kuraray
is bonding agent with an
improved catalyst system for
stronger bonds.

Micro-Mega One Curve Was £52.95 Now £45.95

*offer does not apply to intro kit

8

3
1 *

500g pack 140-0018 Now £9.25

Professional Kit Was £345.00
Standard Kit
Was £179.95
Intro Kit
Was £109.00

T: 0800 294 4700

Clearfil SE Bond 2

www.dentalsky.com

AD860 Was £113.95 Now £99.95
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Prime&Bond Active

Scotchbond Universal

Filtek Supreme XTE

Filtek Z500 Restorative

Prime&Bond active is a universal
adhesive with patented Active-Guard™
Technology that delivers a reliable,
gap-free bond with virtually no
post-operative sensitivity.

Single bottle adhesive solution that can be used in all
application techniques.

BUY 3 GET SCOTCHBOND
UNIVERSAL REFILL FREE!

BUY 10 GET 10
FREE OR BUY 5
GET 3 FREE!

High performance,
versatile nano-composite.

2
1

BUY
GET

2
1

Excellent aesthetics of
anterior restorations,
strong enough for
posterior restorations
• Simple to use
• Life-like aesthetics
• Unique nano-filler technology

FREE

BUY
GET

FREE
Refill (5ml) 332-0015 Was £71.25
Refill (4ml)

332-0054

£61.35

High quality, reliable
and simple universal
composite.

Now £66.35

* To claim, please fax a copy of your invoice to 3M ESPE on 01509 613253

Futurabond M+

Suprabond

Universal adhesive for direct or indirect restorations.

Single step, ready to use,
light cured dentine/enamel
bonding agent.

2
1

BUY
GET

Capsules (20)
Syringe (3g)

Was £57.65
Was £43.25

Now £48.75
Now £36.75

Syringe refills (3g)
Was £30.45
Capsule Refills (20x0.2g) Was £42.75

Now £26.95
Now £36.95

Venus Pearl

Herculite XRV Ultra

Creamy, non stick nano-hybrid universal composite with
excellent sculpability.

Nano-hybrid composite with excellent handling, polishability and
wear resistance.

FREE

2
1

BUY
GET

FREE

Futurabond M+ (5ml) 332-0022

Was £85.95

Now £77.65

Suprabond (7ml) 12-500

Gel Etch
Blue etching gel containing 37% phosphoric acid for etching enamel
and dentine during composite restorations and bonding techniques.
•
•
•
•

Highly thixotropic: stays in place and does not run
Easy rinsing: excellent water solubility
Odourless
Disposable tips for easy and precise gel placement

1
1

BUY
GET

£37.65

Syringe (3g)
PLT (20x 0.2g)

Was £35.65
Was £47.45

Now £34.45
Now £44.95

Syringe refills (4g)

Was £41.45

Now £37.65

Unidose refills (20 x 0.2g)

Was £43.95

Now £39.85

For varieties and codes please visit www.dentalsky.com

Lumifil + Universal

Spectrum TPH3

Universal light cured micro-hybrid composite for anterior and
posterior restorations.

Sub micro hybrid universal
composites

FREE

3
1 *

BUY
GET

FREE

2
1

BUY
GET
60g Syringe and Accessories
12g Syringe and Tips
4x 1.2ml Syringes and Tips

10
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AB222
AB664
AB669

Lumifil + Universal Syringe (4g)

Now £36.95
Now £14.95
Now £9.95

£19.95

Available in A1, A2, A3, A3.5, B2, B3
Please see www.dentalsky.com for more varients.

www.dentalsky.com

T: 0800 294 4700

FREE

Compules (20)
Compules (10)

Was £59.95
Was £32.45

Now £54.75
Now £29.95

*offer applies to 20 packs only

www.dentalsky.com
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SDR Flow + Bulk Flowable

Filtek™ One Bulk Fill Restorative

SDR flow+ is the improved next generation of the flowable bulkfill material SDR offering all the same features while adding new
indications and the introduction of additional shades

BUY 5 AND GET 2 FREE!
PLUS FREE DISPENSER!

SDR (Smart Dentin Replacement) is the revolutionary way to save you time
and make posterior direct restorations less cumbersome.
• Bulk-fill in 4mm increments due to 60% reduction
in shrinkage stress versus other composites.
• Ease of placement with the compula tip.
• Now in 4 shades.
• Significantly reduced risk of post-op sensitivity due to excellent
internal cavity adaptation and no void/air bubbles.
• Long-term restorations and very low incidence of micro leakage.
• Can be capped with any universal composite.

SPOTLIGHT

Filtek™ One Bulk Fill Restorative from 3M Espe has unique
optical properties and improved opacity to give you the
simplicity of one-step placement - up to 5 mm - without
compromising aesthetic results.

SPEND £200 ON COLTENE PRODUCTS
IN DECEMBER AND GET A £25
DENTAL SKY VOUCHER FREE!*
BRILLIANT EverGlow
BUY 3 GET ONE COAT 7 REFILL FREE!

Compula refills (15)
Syringe refills (1)

Was £49.95
Was £26.75

Universal sub-micron hybrid composite.

Now £47.45
Now £25.40

Available in a range of colours, please see www.dentalsky.com for more details.

Syringe (4g)
Capsules (20x0.2g)

Was £47.65
Was £47.65

Now £38.95
Now £38.95

Due to its sophisticated filler composition, BRILLIANT EverGlow immediately shows an exceptionally smooth
surface which has a satin shine directly after placing the filling.
This makes polishing a minor issue and highly aesthetic restorations can be performed in next to no time.
Tips (20x0.2g)
Syringe (3g)

Was £57.85
Was £39.45

Now £49.95
Now £33.95

Available in a range of shades, please visit www.dentalsky.com for more options

GS-80 Admix

Mega+
Fill-Up!™ 4.5g

High copper non gamma
2 admix almalgam alloy.

BUY 5 BOXES OF 50 AND GET 1 FREE!
BUY 3 TUBS OF 500
AND GET 1 FREE!

Single step, fast and
efficient dual-cure
radiopaque posterior bulk
fill material.

Ag 46%. Sn 31.5%,
Cu 22.5%

Non gamma two admix alloy.
40% silver, 31.3% tine,
28.7% copper and
mercury in predosed
capsules.

Fill-Up! 4.5 Automix
Syringe

Boxes of 50 capsules in Slow,
Regular or Fast Set
Spill 1 (50)
£31.45
Spill 2 (50)
£40.90
Spill 3 (50)
Spill 5 (50)

£49.30
£73.45

Tubs of 500 capsules in Slow,
Regular or Fast Set
Spill 1 (500)
£285.00
Spill 2 (500)
£350.00
Spill 3 (500)
Spill 5 (500)

£445.00
£620.00

340-0015

3
1

BUY
GET

FREE
Was £44.25 Now £39.95

3
1 *

Boxes of 50 capsules in Slow or Regular Set
Spill 1 (50)
Was £32.75
Now £26.75
Spill 2 (50) Was £39.95
Now £33.75
Spill 3 (50)

Was £53.65

FREE

Now £45.75

Tubs of 250 capsules in Regular Set
Spill 1 (250) Was £145.00 Now £115.00
Spill 2 (250) Was £175.00 Now £145.00
Spill 3 (250) Was £215.00

BUY
GET

Now £185.00

Intro Kit
170-0086
Was £59.95
Packs of 5 burs Various Codes Was £37.65
*offer does not apply to Intro Kits,

Now £49.95
Now £31.95

1
1

BUY
GET

FREE

One Coat 7 Universal is a light-cured,
one component bonding agent for all
self-etch, selective etch or total etch
techniques in adhesive restorations.
5ml Refill

332-0033

Was £59.95

Affinis

Diatech Z-Rex Burs

46% silver
40% silver

One Coat 7 Universal
Bond

3
1

BUY
GET

Affinis from Coltene is an
addition silicone dental
impression material with
outstanding physical
properties
Putty (600ml) Was £68.75
Wash (2x 50ml) Was £49.75

Now £55.65

FREE

Now £58.75
Now £39.95

*£25 voucher redeemable at Dental Sky on Coltene products - Valid for 3 months from date of order
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P+ Fill

SPOTLIGHT

Riva Self Cure & Light Cure

Fast setting glass ionomer aesthetic filling material with high
mechanical strength and hardness combined with excellent
adhesion and ease of handling.

BUY 7 GET AN ULTRAMAT S MIXER FREE!
Glass ionomer restorative materials with high fluoride release,
high surface toughness and excellent handling characteristics and
aesthetics

For almost 40 years the R&S brand name has built its
reputation on the excellent quality of its products and the
extent of its range.

Suprafil
RISK FREE TRIAL!*
Light Yellow
Universal

14-436
14-437

Was £22.45
Was £22.45

Now £19.95
Now £19.95

Light Grey

14-438

Was £22.45

Now £19.95

Fuji II LC Capsules

Riva Light Cure (50)
Riva Self Cure (50)

Was £97.65
Was £87.65

Now £87.65
Now £77.65

Ketac™ Universal

Micro hybrid light cured composite suitable
for posterior and anterior restorations.
• High translucency of enamel shades;
exceptional aesthetic results
• High abrasion resistance
• Easy and long lasting polish
• Soft; does not stick to instruments
• Easy to use
• Radiopaque
• Long working time
Suprafill

Light cured glass ionomer - cement for restorative fillings

Ketac™ Universal offers low stickiness for easy handling and
reduced chair time with a simple 1-step placement.
•
•
•
•
•

No need for conditioner or coating
Bulk fill - no need or layering
Continuously releases flouride for 24 months
Self-adhesive and self-care
Available in 6 shades

2
1

25-864

Was £89.95

Syringe
Shades
A1
A2
A3
A3.5
B2
D3

2
1

BUY
GET

FREE

Now £69.95

Dentine
25-915
25-916
25-917
25-918
25-919
25-920

Enamel
25-743
25-910
25-911
25-912
25-913
25-914

Capsules
Shades
A1
A2
A3
A3.5
B2

Dentine
25-512
25-513
25-514
25-515
-

Enamel
25-865
25-866
25-867
25-868
25-509

Suprafill Kit contains: 6x4g syringes, A1, A2, A3, A3.5 Enamel and A2 and A3.5
Dentine, 1.2ml etch, 12ml bond and accessories
* Buy a Suprafill Kit and get a syringe refill free, try the syringe first and if you are not
completely satisfied return the unopened kit within 28 days for a full refund.
Buy 2 get one free applies to refills only

Syringe 4ml
£19.95
Capsules 20 x 0.25g £31.75

Supraetch

Supranano Adhesive

Blue etching gel containing 37% phosphoric acid. Indications:
Etching tooth enamel and dentin (Total Etch) for the preparation
of the hybrid layer.

R&S Supranano is a single component curable nano-hybrid
dentino-enamel adhesive system

BUY
GET

2
1

BUY
GET

FREE

FREE

2
1

BUY
GET

Ref

A2
A3
AD664 AD665

Box (50) Was £103.95

14

FREE

A3.5
B2
Assorted
AD666 AD668 AD685
Now £93.95

T: 0800 294 4700

Supraetch (4x1.2ml)
Aplicap Standard Pack (50) Was £82.95

www.dentalsky.com

24-855

£11.75

5ml bottle with 10 applicators Was £37.65

Now £32.65

Now £72.95

T: 0800 294 4700

www.dentalsky.com
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BE THE LIFE
AND SOLE OF
YOUR PRACTICE

TOP TIPS FOR CHOOSING SHOES
1.

2.

Chantelle Leflaive from Toffeln discusses their scientific
approach to design, introduces the new AktivFlex trainer and
shares her top tips for choosing shoes for the dental practice.

At Toffeln, we think you deserve to be loved.
Since 1978, we’ve dedicated our lives to
enhancing foot well-being. Helping professionals
to have healthier, supremely well supported feet.
Because we know what a lifetime of wearing
ill-prepared and poorly designed footwear
can do to your tender toes and hard-pressed
arches. That’s why we devote our time to
creating an advanced range of fully compliant,
lovely looking footwear in collaboration with
leading biomechanics researchers. Combining
the functional and the fashionable to create
ergonomically designed, super lightweight
footwear that will make every minute of those
periods of standing seem shorter for dental staff.

RESEARCH

metallic blue, metallic fuchsia and black.

The Toffeln ComfortTech principle improves the
lives of hardworking healthcare professionals
by harnessing the science of biomechanics (the
way your body works) and material science (the
way stuff works).

The AktivFlex is part of the new Aktiv range.
We’ve spent hours surveying the challenges you
face every day, and this is the result. The new
generation of Toffeln shoes that are designed to
transform comfort, enhance posture and lessen
end-of-day fatigue. By studying movement
over longer periods and continually refining our
designs, we’ve created a range of shoes with
even more ergonomic features. And of course,
they all carry it off in inimitable Toffeln style

Our partnership with the University of
Salford helps us stay at the forefront of global
innovation in our field. Experts at the University
help us with our research and provide exclusive
access to advanced scientific knowledge in
shoe design and foot support. Every feature
of every Toffeln shoe goes through a cycle
of design, refinement, testing
and improvement. We call
this continuous process the
ComfortTech innovation Loop.
This five-stage development
cycle drives our research and
development programme
and enables us to build our
understanding of advanced
ergonomics, so we can continue
to manufacture shoes that provide
comfort and support for our
hardworking customers.
So whenever you see the
ComfortTech seal of innovation,
you’ll know we’ve been thinking on
your feet.
AKTIVFLEX TRAINER
Toffeln AktivFlex – the UK’s first
EVA enclosed trainer is designed
to deliver all of the wear with none
of the tear. It’s a super durable,
ultra lightweight shoe, complete
with a Grip-Safe sole and
removable insole. Ergonomically
designed with input from the
University of Salford, it delivers an
impressive performance. It comes
in a range of colours – white,
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T: 0800 294 4700

www.dentalsky.com

3.

4.

The AktivFlex has many features which make it
such a unique shoe:
•
•
•

•
•

•

Elasticated Gusset - so you can slip the
shoe on with ease and enjoy a secure fit.
Side Ventilation – allows your feet to
breathe naturally, keeping them cool
throughout the day.
Insole Included – walk with even greater
comfort with the specially designed
ComfortTech insole that cushions your feet
when walking on hard surfaces..
Stylish Rubber laces – enjoy the laced-up
look without having any time-consuming
laces to tie.
Grip-Safe Sole – this unique sole not
only gives excellent slip resistance, but
also offers a much greater penetration
resistance than other lightweight footwear
available.
Good arch support that helps to maintain
the natural alignment of your feet. It also
helps to protect them from developing
chronic conditions such as plantar fasciitis

5.

Check out the rules. Many dental employers
will have requirements or guidelines about
the shoes that staff should be wearing in
the practice. These may include the colour
and amount of the foot that should be
covered or the protective qualities of the
shoe. If you don’t know what the rules are,
take a moment to ask before you start
looking for the right shoe.
Choose the best fit. Don’t compromise
when it comes to choosing the shoe that’s
a perfect fit for your foot. All those hours of
standing and walking can quickly become
agony if your shoes are either too loose or
too tight. Finding the best fit isn’t always
only down to choosing the right size; it’s
also down to good design, the materials
used in the shoe and the quality of its
construction.
Don’t let your shoes weigh you down. Every
time you lift your foot, you’re raising the
weight of your shoe, so you want it to be
as light as possible. But light doesn’t have
to mean flimsy. Many shoes, designed
specifically for an active healthcare
environment, are made from modern, hightech materials that are both lightweight and
strong.
More grip, less slip. It almost goes without
saying that dental professionals should
wear shoes with high slip resistance, but
when you’re presented with shoes that
look and feel great, it can be easy to forget
the basics. Try and select shoes with a TPU
sole, a form of plastic commonly used in
footwear because it’s strong, durable and
can be moulded for high slip resistance.
Don’t be shocked! A shock runs through
your body every time your foot makes
contact with the ground. The harder the
surface, and the firmer the contact, the
more damage that shock can cause to your
knees, your other joints and your spine.
As a dental professional on your feet all
day, you’re looking for shoes that cushion
against this impact.
Choose footwear that’s
AktivFlex has a snug
specifically designed to
fit, so there’s less
include shock absorbent
technologies, such as air
rubbing on pressure
cushioning.
points. And it helps you
Do you have inner sole?
However good a shoe
to be sure about your
might be, you may still
footing, even on slippery
need to insert an inner
sole for extra comfort or
surfaces. I think it’s’ the
to provide orthopaedic
most impressive allsupport. Inner soles can
also absorb moisture
round footwear.
and help reduce odour.
Some shoes come with
Athar Marghoob, anaesthetist
replaceable inner soles
from new.
Hard working and good
looking. Twenty-first century footwear
technology means that dental nurses

“

6.

”

12 MONTH GUARANTEE
True to our mission, we rigorously check the
quality of every pair of shoes that we dispatch,
and guarantee them for 12 months - something
unheard of in the footwear industry.

looking for comfortable, hard-wearing
shoes shouldn’t need to compromise when
it comes to style. It is possible to enjoy
attractive shoes that also do 		
a great job of protecting 			
your feet, and indeed 			
your entire body, 		
against the wear and 			
tear that comes 			
with working a 				
long shift.

7.

T: 0800 294 4700

www.dentalsky.com
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Ezi-Klog

AktivFlex Trainer Shoes

Ezi-Klog combines the comfort and support of lightweight E-Tech™ material
with unique Grip-Safe® slip resistant and antistatic rubber soles that cover the
whole base. This makes it the safest and most comfortable to wear in its class.

ONLY £36.75!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The UK-first EVA enclosed trainer, designed to deliver all of the wear with none of the tear. It’s a super durable, superior lightweight shoe complete
with Grip-Safe® sole and removable insole. Ergonomically designed with input from the University of Salford to deliver impressive performance
characteristics.
Features:
•
Elasticated Gusset - Slip on with ease and enjoy a secure fit.
•
Side Ventilation - Allows your feet to breathe naturally, keeping them cool throughout the day.
•
Insole Included - Walk with even greater comfort with the specially designed AktivFlex insole
•
Stylish Rubber Laces - Enjoy the laced up look without having any time-consuming laces to tie.
•
Grip-Safe Sole - This unique sole not only gives excellent slip resistance, but also offers a much greater penetration resistance than other lightweight
footwear available.
•
12 Month Guarantee.
•
40° Machine Washable.
•
CE Marked.

Toffeln AktivFlex Shoes are good to go, wherever you go!

Closed-top protection
Washable to 50˚C
Anti-microbial and recyclable
SRC rated, Slip-resistant, CE marked and antistatic soles
Angled side vents that prevent fluid penetration
Extremely lightweight, weighing less than 180g per clog
Available in White, Black, Navy Blue and Light Blue

Available in UK sizes 3-12
Ezi-Klogs

Was £29.95

Now £26.95

Characteristics:
•
Colours: Available in Black, White, Metallic Blue or Metallic Fuschia.
•
Sizes: UK 3 – UK 12 in Black, White and Metallic Blue or UK 3 – UK 8 in Metallic Fuschia.
Only £36.75

ActivFlex Trainers (pair)

UltraLite
UltraLite shoes from Toffeln give you amazing comfort and support
using lightweight E-tech sole material technology and feature Grip-Safe
slip resistant outsoles
Grip-Safe® slip resistant outsoles will ensure that every step you take is a safe one.
•
•
•
•
•

Soft leather insole.
Antistatic soles.
Easy to clean uppers.
Ergonomically designed.
Available in white, black or white with ‘shiny’ side
panels in a choice of blue, pink or purple
• Choice of plain or perforated uppers, styles with heel strap available
Available in UK sizes 3-12
UltraLite Shoes
Was £39.95
UltraLite Shiny Shoes Was £35.95

Now £35.95
Now £32.35

CE MARKED
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SHOCK
ABSORBING

SLIP
RESISTANT
SOLE

400
MACHINE
WASHABLE

www.dentalsky.com

ETECH SOLE
COMFORT

12 MONTH
GUARANTEE
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Dento Viractis 77
Surface Disinfector & Cleaner.
Specially formulated for cleaning and disinfection of all surfaces,
equipment and non autoclavable devices.

2
1

BUY
GET

Eco+ Sterilisation Pouches

Sterilisation Pouches

Made from 60gsm medical grade paper with colour indicator to show
sterilisation has taken place.

200 self-sealing sterilisation pouches
with sterilisation indicator.

FREE

Bactericidal, Fungicidal and Virucidal.

2
1

BUY
GET

FREE
Bottle - 1 litre with spray
Bottle - 5 litres
Tub of wipes (120)
Wipes refill (120)

D175
D223
4-479
112-0035

£14.65
£41.95
£5.95
£4.95

Box of 500

Was £12.25

90 x 255mm

Now £9.95

4-964

£8.55

More sizes available, see www.dentalsky.com

Mikrozoid Alcohol Free Wipes

Disinfectant Wipes

perform ID

DentaPure® Bottle Cartridge

Mikrozid Alcohol Free Wipes from Schulke
are an alcohol free, dual action cleaner and
disinfectant for alcohol sensitive surfaces.

Strong and thick antiseptic and
disinfecting wipes for hands and
surfaces.

Deep cleaning and disinfection of dental-impressions through
complete immersion.

DentaPure’s award-winning technology offers a safe, simple and
economical dental unit water purification solution

Pack of 200 wipes

112-0003 Was £8.25

Orotol Plus

• 365 day independent water bottle cartridge
• FDA cleared & EPA registered as an antimicrobial product.
• No tablets and no distilled water required.

• Bactericidal
• Fungicidal
• Virucidal

• Ideal for all surfaces including
alcohol sensitive materials.
• Added surfactants for boosted
cleaning performance.
• Dual action cleaning and disinfection
• Effective against bacteria, yeast and viruses
• Rapid one minute contact time, making
it ideal for use between patient

1
1

BUY
GET

FREE

Now £6.75

Tub (100)
Refill (100)

D794
4-276

Was £4.35
Was £3.45

Now £3.65
Now £2.99

Dento Viractis 				
ASPIGERM 95

Suction system disinfectant and
cleaner
Disinfects, deoforises, cleans and
maintains dental suction systems.

2.5 litres makes 125 litres of solution

Aspiration System Disinfector and Cleaner
For the cleaning and disinfection
of aspiration systems.

Was £42.25
Was £38.95

T: 0800 294 4700

Now £33.65
Now £35.65

0.5% concentrate
compatible with all
aspiration systems.

Bottle - 1 litre with dosing device
Bottle - 5 litres

www.dentalsky.com

Was £33.95 Now £28.75
Was £59.95 Now £44.95

DentaPure Bottle Cartridge 343-0020

Was £149.95 Now £139.95

Alkazyme
Enzymatic instrument cleaner and disinfectant.
For use in either static or ultrasonic baths.
Bactericidal, fungicidal and virucidal.

For the cleaning and pre-disinfection of dental
instruments before sterilisation
or chemical disinfection.

2
1

BUY
GET

FREE
D352
D351

D329
D535

Ultra concentrated Disinfection Solution.

2
1

2.5 litres
Orocup

900g tub
30x40g sachets

Dento Viractis					
INSTRUGERM 50

BUY
GET
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308-0012

FREE
146-0001
146-0002

£15.75
£48.25

Bottle - 1 litre with dosing device
Bottle - 5 litre

T: 0800 294 4700

329-0003
329-0004

£15.75
£57.75

Tub of 750g powder D373

www.dentalsky.com

Was £69.95 Now £59.95
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2
1

BUY
GET

Turboprint

Retraction Cord

FREE

Fast- setting alginates

R&S retraction cord is an 100% cotton, super absorbent knitted gingival retraction cord in
a handy dispenser with integrated cutter

Turboprint Ortho
Fast-setting alginate, type 1, class B, dust-free, strawberry
Pack of 500g

A082

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

£6.25

Turboprint Ortho SPEED
Ultra fast-setting alginate, type 1, class B, dust-free, tutti-fruiti
Pack of 500g

1-993

£6.25

Turboprint Chroma
Fast-setting alginate, dust-free, colour changing, tropical
Pack of 500g

A097

£6.75

Turboprint A
Fast-setting alginate, type 1, class A, dust-free, mint

Knitted retraction cord, 100% cotton
Super absorbent
Knitting interlocking chains hold significant quantities of haemostatic solution
Cord does not fray
Easy to pack into the sulcus and stays in place
Compatible with any haemostatic solution
Integrated cutter for ease of use
Graduated ruler on the packaging to help cut at the required length
Available in sizes: 000, 00, 0, 1, 2 and 3

Retraction Cord

Pack of 500g

A084

£6.25

Measuring Set
Alginate Storage Box

AF190
1-763

£0.75
£3.35

Tray Fix

BUY 20 GET 5 FREE!

49% OFF!

Octo+ 8 Day Stable Alginate is a fast setting, colour changing
dental alginate with an unprecedented 8 days of dimensional
stability.

Tray Fix Spray
Spray 200ml

A108

Was £11.75

Now £5.95

FREE

£9.95

Turboflex

Provil Novo

Octo+ 8 Day Stable Alginate

3
1

BUY
GET

Complete range of vinyl
polysiloxane addition
silicones ideally suited
to the wash technique
and double mixing.

Addition silicone modular
impression system
suited to all types
of clinical situation.

2
1

Octoplus have used the latest digital technology to test their alginate for
accuracy and stability and the results are phenomenal.
Offering chromatic alginate to indicate the various stages of the impression,
combined with 8 days stability, means that clinicians can feel assured that
their impressions will be accurate both at the time of impression and once it
gets to the laboratory.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8 Day Stable – Dimensionally stable
Chromatic (Colour Changing)
Fast setting times
5 Year shelf life
Dust free formula
Easy to mix
Thixotropic – Non drip formula
Very mild mint flavour

BUY
GET

FREE
Tray Fix Liquid
Bottle 30ml

16-275 Was £11.75

Now £5.95

Putty (900ml)
Putty (500ml)
Cartridges (2x50ml)

16-423
A430
A650

Was £89.95
Was £58.75
Was £44.75

Now £81.95
Now £53.95
Now £41.75

Turbomix

Impregum™ Penta™ Super Quick

Disposable perforated plastic impression trays with excellent
retention, handling and rigidity

Turbomix is a complete range of vinyl polysiloxane impression
materials for automatic mixing.

FREE LIGHT BODY
WASH!*

3
1

1
1

BUY
GET

FREE

FREE
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140-0019

T: 0800 294 4700

£7.95

£39.75
£39.75

Impression Trays

BUY
GET

450g bag

Putty (2x 250ml)
Wash (4x 50g)

Assorted pack (9)
Refills (12)

www.dentalsky.com

£2.75
£3.45

Kit of 2 x 380ml: 317ml base + 63ml catalyst

T: 0800 294 4700

£87.65

Impregum Penta Super
Quick polyether impression
material from 3M gives all
the benefits of polyether
with the speed of VPS.
Super Quick Medium Body

215-0047 Was £184.75

Now £174.75

Refill kit contains: 2x 300ml base, 2x 60ml catalyst
*Buy 2 get light body wash refill FREE!

www.dentalsky.com
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DREAMING
OF A WHITE
CHRISTMAS?

‘IN OFFICE’ OR HOME KITS:
PROS AND CONS
If your practice isn’t offering tooth whitening
treatment yet then you may be missing out on
a lucrative revenue stream as well as a great
opportunity to build the practice and encourage
a higher rate of attendance for regular check-up
appointments. But where do you start?
In Office Treatment: Systems requiring
treatment in the chair either by a dentist or
hygienist usually with a dedicated bleaching light
to accelerate the whitening process. This option
can have higher perceived value to the patient
and the instant effects can be more dramatic as
the use of the light will intensify the result in the
short term.
However many systems have considerable prep
time and may tie up a chair and member of
staff for an hour or more. New systems are now
available such as BlancOne CLICK which only
require 10 minutes chair time with very limited

Take Home Whitening Kits: After creating
custom bleaching trays for the patient and
instructing them how to use the whitening gel,
they purchase take home kits, either based
on Hydrogen Peroxide for day time wear or
Carbamide Peroxide for night time wear. This
requires lower overheads and reduced chair
time but results will take longer to materialise so
you’re potentially losing some of the ‘Wow factor’
and you’re losing full control of the process.
Regardless of what whitening options you
choose it’s important to get the point across to
patients that a beautiful white smile is part of
a comprehensive oral care regime and ideally
should be reflective of a healthy mouth.

BLANCONE CLICK AND BLANCONE TOUCH WHITENING GELS FREE WITH THE ARCUS
LAMP!
BENEFITS BOTH FOR PATIENTS AND DENTAL PROFESSIONALS
BlancOne introduces for the first time a line of cosmetic whitening treatments combining the safety of low hydrogen peroxide percentages and the
competence of dental professionals together with immediate results, absence of side effects and the low prices sought after by your patients. Thanks to the
BlancOne technology, whitening becomes a cosmetic treatment available to all, with excellent results in just a few minutes. Gentle to the enamel and the
gingival tissues, BlancOne are the only cosmetic in office treatments which do not require gingival barriers, desensitising and remineralising agents.
IT ALL STARTS WITH A CLICK
Offer your patients this amazing opportunity now. For the first time you can combine the hygiene session and the whitening treatment thanks to BlancOne
CLICK, the first treatment accessible to all, in a safe, effective and accessible way which will motivate your patients to follow a routine for the health and beauty
of their smile.
INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY FOR THE BENEFIT OF ALL
Even if nobody ever mentions this, patients expect dental hygiene treatment to leave their teeth even whiter so the
hygiene session is the perfect moment to satisfy this wish. But you can’t easily achieve this with other treatments
because they are too long, invasive and require the use of gingival barriers that are incompatible with the bleeding and
traumatised gums typical of a hygiene session.
It’s amazing to see the level of satisfaction which you can obtain in an extra ten minutes, just after each session:. The
fast action of BlancOne whitening gel, photo-activated by the Arcus lamp without producing heat, allows you to offer
your patient, without dehydration, sensitivity or the use of gingival barriers, a 3-5 shade improvement on the VITA
classic shade guide.
BLANCONE ARCUS WHITENING LAMP
More practical and effective than curing lights, the ARCUS bleaching light is the best way to activate BlancOne®.
Thanks to an effective 10-led arc light, the bleaching gel is simultaneously activated on both arches, including the
sides, without any operator intervention.
Faster and more professional in-office treatment - The use of a special light makes the treatment
more professional in the eyes of the patient. The constant irradiation activates the gel faster,
reducing the treatment time while increasing patient comfort.
Both types of Arcus bleaching light come with one pack of BlancOne Click and one pack of
BlancOne Touch Free!
Arcus Lamp for Dental Units
Arcus Lamp with wheels

227-0088
227-0089

£640.00
£825.00

BlancOne CLICK - THE FASTEST WHITENING TREATMENT IN THE WORLD!
•
Only 10 minutes and a reasonable price high value perceived by patients
•
Gain your patients’ loyalty and draw new ones to your office
A whiter smile in only 10 minutes without sensitivity and immediately visible results from 3 to 5
shades of improvement are possible today thanks to BlancOne® CLICK and at a price truly
affordable for all!

Pola

3
1

BUY 5 GET 2 FREE!
BUY 10 GET 7 FREE!

BUY
GET

FREE

Pola Day & Night
Pola Day 3%
Pola Day 6%
Pola Night 10%
Pola Night 16%

4 syringe kit
227-0031
227-0038
227-0034
227-0035

10 syringe kit
7-501
227-0039
7-503
7-504

50 syringe kit
227-0029
227-0040
7-557
7-558

Mini Kits (4)
Syringe Kits (10)
Bulk Kits (50)

Was £28.75
Now £25.85
Was £59.95
Now £53.95
Was £220.00 Now £195.00

Offers do not apply to 4 syringe mini kits

T: 0800 294 4700

Buy 2 packs of BlancOne Click and get another FREE!
10 Treatment pack

227-0090

£135.00

BlancOne TOUCH is ideal for those patients who want even more
visible results in total comfort
To those who have already tried BlancOne CLICK, offer BlancOne
TOUCH, the intensive w
hitening treatment whose results range between 4 and 8 shades
on the VITA Classic shade guide.
•
SAFE: low percentage of released hydrogen peroxide (5.6%)
in compliance with the European Directive
•
EASY TO APPLY: no need for gingival barriers
•
FAST: only one 30 minutes in-office session needed
•
LASTING: TOUCH whitening treatment, thanks to the
repetition of the cycles within the same session, is a longer lasting treatment.
Buy 2 packs of BlancOne
Touchand get another FREE!

Pola Mini Kits contain 4x1.3g Pola syringes, 8 tips and accessories | Pola
10 Syringe Kits contain 10x 1.3g Pola syringes, 2 tray material, 1 container,
10 tips and accessories | Pola Bulk packs contain 50x 1.3g syringes and
accessories
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prep needed. Home kits are often advised
between treatments to ‘top up’ the results.

BlancOne Whitening System

3 Treatment Pack

www.dentalsky.com

T: 0800 294 4700

227-0092

£125.00

www.dentalsky.com
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Tooth Mousse

Playbrush

GC Tooth Mousse is used to provide extra protection for teeth, to help neutralise acid challenges from acidogenic bacteria in plaque and
other internal and external acid sources.

AS SEEN ON DRAGONS DEN!

Recaldent™ is derived from the milk protein, casein. For many years it has been known that milk and its derivatives have a tooth protective effect. Research
has shown that this activity is due to a part of the casein protein called Casein Phosphopeptide (or CPP), which carries calcium and phosphate ions in the
form of Amorphous Calcium Phosphate (or ACP). Tooth Mousse, the first product for professional use to contain this complex of CPP-ACP (Recaldent™), is
the ideal delivery system for bio-available calcium and phosphate ions.
When Tooth Mousse is applied to tooth surfaces, the CPP-ACP molecule
binds to biofilm, plaque, bacteria, hydroxyapatite and surrounding soft
tissue.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Delivers Recaldent™ Casein Phosphopeptide 		
Amorphous Calcium Phosphate
Inhibits enamel demineralisation and induces remineralisation
Reduces hypersensitivity by obturating open dentinal tubules
Prevents initial caries forming thanks to the anti-cariogenic properties
Reverses white spot lesions
The delicious flavours stimulate saliva flow for 		
an enhanced effectiveness of CPP-ACP

10x 40g tubes

Was £115.00 Now £95.00

Available in Strawberry, Melon, Tutti-Frutti, Vanilla or Mint flavours or an assorted
pack.

Getting children to brush their teeth properly for a 2 whole minutes
can often be a struggle, why not make it a breeze? Make brushing
interactive, don’t just brush, Playbrush!
Playbrush is a smart toothbrush system that allows children to play games whilst
brushing with their toothbrushes controlling the game. Playbrush games downloaded
from the app store provide audible and visual feedback to improve brushing technique,
making them brush everywhere for a whole 2 minutes. Connect the toothbrush via
a Bluetooth connection to your smartphone or tablet to play games, unlock rewards
and see statistics. Playbrush is able to measure position, duration and regularity. Use
the games and brushing coach feature to improve brushing technique, duration and
regularity.

PLAYBRUSH SMART

Playbrush Smart is a smart manual toothbrush attachment that connects to interactive
game apps and motivates children to brush for long enough and all around their mouths.
Colour
Ref.

Blue
Green
401-0083 401-0084

Playbrush Smart

Icon Interdental Brushes

Interdental Brushes

Icon is a British designed and
manufactured interdental brush
recommended by dentists and hygienists
for cleaning between your teeth

Pack of 8

Was £1.75

XXXX Fine
XX Fine
XX Fine
X Fine
Fine
Medium
Large
X Large
XX Large

Now £1.65

Box of 80

Available in a range of sizes

Now £15.62

Playbrush Smart Kit contains: Playbrush Smart attachment, manual toothbrush, charging cable,
smartphone/tablet holder, 4 games and brushing coach, instructions.

PLAYBRUSH SMART SONIC

7-490
7-491
7-492
7-493
7-494
7-495
7-496
7-547
270-0011

Was £23.45

RRP £24.99

Playbrush Smart Sonic is a fully integrated electric toothbrush that connects to
interactive game apps and motivates children to brush for long enough and all
around their mouths.
Playbrush Smart Sonic

RRP £34.99

Now £21.87

Playbrush Smart Sonic Kit contains: Playbrush Smart attachment, manual toothbrush,
charging cable, smartphone/tablet holder, 4 games and brushing coach, instructions.

Now £22.25 Buy 10 for £19.95

Corsodyl Daily Mouthwash

Sensodyne Search 3.5 Toothbrush

TePe GOOD Toothbrush

Corsodyl Fresh Mint helps to reduce bacteria which causes
bad breath and
contains fluoride
to strengthen
teeth and help
prevent cavities.

Compact head with gentle round filament
ends, to help prevent gum damage, slim neck
for easy access to all areas of the mouth and a
broad handle for a comfortable grip

Introducing TePe GOOD - a unique toothbrush with the same qualities, design and feeling as TePe classic toothbrushes but made from 96% bio-based plastic.

500ml bottle 399-0025

£3.65

Buy 6 @ £3.35 each
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Pink
Orange
Red
Blue
Yellow
Green
Purple
Grey
Black

Pink
401-0085

T: 0800 294 4700

HOW CAN SUGAR BE GOOD FOR YOUR TEETH?
...When it’s used to make a toothbrush!
The new TePe GOOD® toothbrush is made from sugar cane. Sugars
from the sugar cane plant are converted to ethanol.
Ethanol is then converted into polyethylene which is used to manufacture
the bio-plastic (green plastic) toothbrush.

pack of 1

401-0063

Buy 12 @ 99p each

www.dentalsky.com

£1.19

TePe Good Toothbrush Mini
TePe Good Toothbrush Regular

T: 0800 294 4700

401-0089
401-0088

£1.12
£1.25

www.dentalsky.com
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Amazing Nitrile Gloves

SPOTLIGHT

Blue Nitrile Powder				
Free Gloves

ONLY £8.45

ONLY £5.25

Violet ultra thin nitrile gloves.
Thinner, lighter and more flexible than standard nitrile, the new
Amazing™ gloves are super comfortable with a unique nitrile formulation
that is think and flexible enough to deliver higher tactile sensitivity, yet
strong. With ambidextrous and finger textured.

Powder-free, finger textured, Nitrile examination gloves in boxes
of 200.
•
•
•
•

Excellent grip
Inproved comfort and flexibility
Suitable of handling silicones
Conforms to EN 455 and EN 374

Medibase’s mission is to facilitate the working life of
dentists whilst providing improved comfort and safety for
patients.

Nitrile Gloves
XS
S
M
L
XL

355-0015
335-0016
335-0017
355-0018
355-0019

Box (300)

XS
S
M
L

335-0024
335-0025
355-0026
355-0027

Box (200)

Was £9.65 Now £8.45

Was £6.45 Now £5.25

Powder Free Latex Gloves

Sonic 200 Nitrile Gloves

ONLY £2.95

ONLY £6.25

Medibase ambidextrous powder free latex gloves are high
strength, powder free, low protein,

Aurelia Sonic are high quality, cobalt blue, ultra-thin, nitrile powder
free, micro textured examination gloves with a 2.2mil thickness and
beaded cuffs for ease of donning.

CE marked and conform to European standards EN 455-1, EN 455-2
and EN 455-3

•
•
•
•

EN 455 CE Class 1 medical grade
Finger-textured
Beaded cuff for ease of donning
200 gloves per box

ONLY £3.45!
Medibase ambidextrous nitrile dental examination gloves are high strength,
powder free, latex free, CE marked and conform to European standards
•
•
•
•
•

Latex free
High strength
Choice of 5 colours: Blue, White, Green, Purple or Pink
Sizes: 5 sizes (Extra Large only available in Blue)
Conform to European Standards EN455-1 and EN445-2

Size/Colour
Extra Small
Small
Medium
Large
Extra Large
Box (100)

Blue
E889
E880
E891
E892
E893

White
50-167
50-168
50-169
50-170

Green
355-0045
355-0046
355-0047
355-0048

Purple
355-0041
355-0042
355-0043
355-004

Pink
355-0037
355-0038
355-0039
355-0040

Was £5.25

Now £3.45

Disposable Bibs
Medibase disposable dental bibs are a 3 ply bonded paper and plastic bib with excellent absorption
capacity.
•
•
•
•

XS
S
M
L
XL

5-429
E542
E543
E544
5-430

Box (100)
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XS
S
M
L
XL
Was £5.75 Now £2.95

T: 0800 294 4700

355-0032
335-0033
335-0034
355-0035
355-0036

Box (200)

www.dentalsky.com

3 ply disposable dental bibs: 2 ply paper bonded to a layer of plastic.
Excellent absorption capacity due to honeycomb structure
Dimensions: 33 x 45cm
Available in: pink, blue azure, light blue, green, orange, aqua
blue, black, lime, white, yellow, lavender

Pack of 500 bibs

3
1

BUY
GET

FREE

Now £15.95

Was £6.95 Now £6.25

T: 0800 294 4700

www.dentalsky.com
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Mixing Tips

Face Masks

3

Economical disposable, universal mixing tips and intraoral tips.

2

4

6

5

1

7

1
1

8

BUY
GET

FREE
Ear loop Masks.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Yellow 1:1 ratio tips (100)
Yellow Intra-oral tips (100)
Green 1:1 ratio bite registration tips (100)
Blue 1:1 ratio sharp point tips (100)
Brown 1:1 ratio with thin tips (50)
2:2/1:3 ratio red spiral tips (50)
White spiral automatic mixer tips (50)
Blue 0.5 diameter etching tips (50)

£29.95
£15.95
£29.95
£29.95
£29.95
£29.95
£29.95
£9.95

1-772
1-773
1-774
13-623
1-967
215-0025
215-0025
171-0002

1
1

BUY
GET

Colour Blue
Ref.
E835

FREE

White
E825

Green
E836

3 ply tie on masks. Latex and fibre glass free
Filtration: 99.4%
Dimensions: 8.9x17.8cm
Pink
205-0000

Colour Blue
Ref.
E837

£3.45

Box of 50

White
E826

Green
5-127
£3.45

Box of 50

Saliva Ejectors

ErgoFinger

Cotton Rolls

Cotton Rolls

Disposable saliva ejectors made from PVC.

Disposable finger-affixed aspirator tips designed to help reduce
repetitive strain injuries.

Box of 300g, non sterile cotton rolls.

Pack of 1,000 super absorbent 100% cotton rolls in size No.2

Removable tips
E864
Translucent
E865
Blue
E866
Green
353-0016 Pink
Fixed tips
5-314
Translucent
5-315
White
Pack of 100

1
1

BUY
GET

£3.15

Dimensions: 6.5mm, length 15cm

FREE

353-0018 Was £69.95 Now £59.95
353-0019 Was £69.95 Now £59.95

Size S/M (50)
Size L/XL (50)

Length 38mm, 3 diameters available

No.
Diameter
Approx.
Ref.

Seal-Tight

Disposable 3 in 1 Syringe Tips compatible with Riskontrol® adaptors

Disposable air/water syringe tips

T: 0800 294 4700

Was £22.95

Now £19.95

£4.95

4
1

1
1

BUY
GET

FREE

P+ cotton rolls

5-455

Was £5.95

Now £4.95

Eco+ Visor Mask

• Size: No.2 envelopes.
• Envelope dimensions: 3 x 4cm.
• Rounded corners for improved
comfort

Set contains ten disposable face shields with an autoclavable
frame.

2
1

FREE

BUY
GET

FREE
261-0004

3
12mm
450rolls
E045

Barrier envelopes for digital imaging systems.

BUY
GET

3
1

2
10mm
600rolls
E044

Barrier Envelopes

Aireo 3 in 1 Syringe Tips

Box of 200

1
8mm
825rolls
E043

Pack of 300g

BUY
GET

30

Tie-on Masks.

3 ply ear loop masks. Latex and fibre glass free
Filtration: 99.4%
Dimensions: 8.9x17.8cm

FREE
White (200)
Assorted (200)

www.dentalsky.com

5-079
261-0006

Was £36.95
Was £36.95

Now £29.95
Now £29.95

Box of 300

T: 0800 294 4700

186-0028

Now £25.75

Visor Mask Set
Visor Refills (25)
Visor Refills (12)

www.dentalsky.com

274-0049
274-0050
274-0062

Was £15.85
Was £14.95
Was £7.45

Now £12.65
Now £11.95
Now £6.25
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SPOTLIGHT

Hand Towels
2 ply white, embossed hand towels in a choice of centre-feed rolls, Z fold or M/W fold
•
•
•
•
•

*

2-ply, white or embossed
pure cellulose
food contact approved
eco-label
made in France

Type

Centre-feed
rolls
Ref
162-0017
Sheet size 23x19.4cm
Contents 6x135m
Price
£11.95

M/W rolls

Z fold

162-0018
21.6x34cm
27 bundles of 100
£16.95

162-0019
23x23cm
15 bundles of 150
£10.95

With product sales in 75 countries, Premier Dental is one of
the most trusted names in dentistry,
and its products can be found in dentists’ offices around
the world.

Advanced Interfold Hand Towels

Tray Lining Paper

• Good absorption capacity for efficient hand drying
• Special embossing to add volume and comfort
• High quality 2-ply towels, white, each towel measures 230mm x 248mm

Absorbent paper sheets.

White (3750)
Green (3750)
Dispenser

162-0011
5-793
162-0001

Was £32.75
Was £32.75
Was £32.25

Micro Applicators

BUY 5 GET 1 FREE! OR BUY 3 AND GET 1 FREE FOR NEW USERS!*

Dimensions: 28x18cm
High strength.
High absorption capacity.
Weight 63g/m

Orange (250)
Pink (250)
White (250)
Green (250)
Blue (250)
Yellow (250)

Now £26.45
Now £26.45
Now £27.65

PremierAir Instruments

PremierAir instruments are exceptionally light with precision tips on the Hygiene Instruments incorporating 440A steel with
SmartSharp™ Technology to ensure well-defined edges and precise angles and recessed dark markings on the Diagnostic
Instruments making them easy to read and resistant to wear.
• Exceptionally light at just 12-15 grams.
• Balanced, ergonomic handles with a non-slip grip that requires less pressure to maintain control.

258-0001
258-0000
E216
E765
E764
E775

£5.95
£5.95
£5.95
£5.95
£5.95
£5.95

Scaler - H6/H7

272-0046

£21.95

Probex - UNC 15 CV

229-0044

£18.95

Scaler - 204S

272-0050

£21.95

Probex - Williams CV

229-0043

£18.95

Scaler - H5/33

272-0045

£21.95

Probex - Marquis 12 CV

229-0042

£18.95

Curette - Columbia 4R/4L

286-0020

£21.95

Explorer - DE 6/23

229-0040

£17.65

Curette - Gracey 7/8

286-0025

£21.95

Explorer - DE S

229-0036

£17.65

1
1

BUY
GET

FREE

2
1

BUY
GET

FREE

Indications: For use with silanes, adhesives, etching gels, cavity
bases and haemostatic or plaque disclosing solutions.

• Flexible for easy access to all possible application zones
• The brushes’ high precision reduces the amount of solution to be used
• The tip of the micro-applicators can be broken, to distinguish
different micro-applicators from each other
• Convenient dispenser in tube

Colour
Blue
Blue and Pink
Blue and Orange
Black
White

Pack size
400
400
400
100
100

Type
Regular
Regular
Regular
Fine
Super Fine

Ref.
312-0015
312-0016
312-0017
312-0018
312-0019

Price
£14.95
£14.95
£14.95
£4.95
£4.95

To see the full range please visit www.dentalsky.com
*Buy 3 get 1 free is only available for new users while stocks last and is not available on quantities of more than 3 instruments.

Offer applies to items of equal value only
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Pana-Max2 Turbines

Ti-Max Z Series Turbines

Synea Fusion Turbines

IPana-Max2 offers much more endurance and power than
previous models, while being just as easy to handle. Its sleek
design provides maximum visibility of the operating field, easily
reaching all areas of the oral cavity.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Uncompromising user comfort with optimal
LED illumination, quattro spray and quiet,
vibration-free operation.

•
•
•
•

Stainless steel body
Ceramic Bearings
Clean Head System
Push button chuck

Midwest M4 Connection
Borden B2 Connection
NSK Connection
Kavo Connection

8-650
8-652
138-0126
138-0127

1
1

BUY
GET

£305.00
£305.00
£365.00
£365.00

26W power output with speed: 320,000 - 400,000 min-1.
Head size: Ø12.5 x H13.1mm.
Solid Titanium body & DURAGRIP®.
Microfilter and Clean Head System.
Cellular glass optics.
Ceramic bearings.
Quattro Water Spray
Model

Connection Optic Water
Spray
Z900L NSK
Yes
Quattro
Coupling
Z900KL KaVo
Yes
Quattro
MULTIflex®

FREE

•
•
•
•

Ref.

Was

Now

1380097
1380098

£965.00

£795.00

£965.00

£795.00

 ptimum access, view and power.
O
Hygienic head system.
Ceramic bearings.
Also available for KaVo MULTIflex® connection.

Model

Connection

TG-98 L

W&H Roto
Quick
W&H Roto
Quick
W&H Roto
Quick
W&H Roto
Quick

TG-98
TG-97 L

SMARTmatic Contra-Angles
•
•
•
•
•
•

TG-97

Ceramic sliders within the clamping system for enduring and secure tool holding
Rust -free stainless steel for long-lasting durability
Lightweight for tireless working
Optimum balance for precise treatment
Quality made in Germany
Prophy models are also available

Optic Head Water Ref.
Type Spray
LED+ Midi 4-Hole 1380073
No
Midi 4-Hole 1380075
LED+ Mini 4-Hole 1380076
No
Mini 4-Hole 1380078

Now

RRP

£841.50 £472.00
£731.94

£410.00

£841.50 £472.00
£731.94

£410.00

2
1

BUY
GET

FREE
Model
S10 S Straight
S10 Straight
S20 S Contra-Angles
S20 Contra Angle
ENDO S81 Contra-Angle
ENDO S321 Contra-Angle

Transmission
1:1
1:1
1:1
1:1
8:1
32:1

Spray
Y
N
Y
N
N
N

Ref
179-0108
179-0109
179-0110
179-0111
179-0112
179-0113

Was £199.95
Was £185.00
Was £210.00
Was £193.75
Was £275.00
Was £310.00

Now £135.00
Now £125.00
Now £140.00
Now £130.00
Now £185.00
Now £210.00

RATIO

2:1
1:1

1 YEAR
WARRANTY

Legacy 5 Turbines
Eliminate your repair costs for 5 Years!
Legacy 5 Turbines give exceptional cutting power, solid rod cellular optics, long
life precision ceramic bearings and dentistry’s only 5 year warranty.

FX25M 1:1 Contra-Angle Handpiece
After 35 years of outstanding global success, the classic NSK
EX handpiece series has now evolved into a new stage. - NSK
FX handpiece series - a modernization of the EX series. The
traditional NSK simple design technology, functional reliability,
durability, and cost effective pricing still remains, but FX has
been updated to an integrated design in response to modern
demands.
•
•
•
•

Gear ratio: 1:1 Direct Drive
For: CA burs - 2.35mm diameter
Body material: Stainless steel
Max speed: 40,000 min-1

FX25M
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179-0067

Now you can eliminate the expense and hassle of handpiece repair charges
for 5 years with the new Legacy 5 Turbines.

1
1

BUY
GET

FREE

Legacy 5 Turbines have all the features and performance
you need:
• Dentistry’s only 5 year bumper-to-bumper warranty!
• Standard head size for crown and bridge with 4 port spray.
• Exceptional cutting power at 20W.
• DynamicPrecision™ balancing for whisper quiet operation at 59.9 dBA.
• SteelGrip™ push button chucking system for long
lasting bur retention and cutting precision.
• Solid rod cellular optics for bright, long lasting illumination.
• KaVo MULTIflex compatible 360° swivel and quick disconnect.
• Stainless steel construction with non-slip PVD coated grip.
• Long life precision ceramic bearings.
• Non-Optic and Mini-Head versions also available

Legacy 5 Optic Turbine - Standard Head

138-0138

£495.00

Now £225.00

T: 0800 294 4700

www.dentalsky.com

T: 0800 294 4700

www.dentalsky.com
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DIGITAL
TECHNOLOGY

REVOLUTIONISING IMPLANT
PROCEDURES
It’s no overstatement to say that dentistry has
advanced significantly since the first implant
treatments performed in the 50s and 60s.
Implantology in the UK has only fairly recently
become a more widely accepted treatment
option by patients, and research into the subject
has continued to evolve how professionals think

and even hastens the creation of the restoration,
as laboratories can be sent a digital file of the
impression instantly instead of waiting for a
physical mould to arrive via post.
Modern day scanners also include a number
of helpful visual aids which assist patient
communication of proposed
treatments and the benefits,
improving treatment acceptance
and putting the patient’s mind
at ease as the surgery can be
explained in an in-depth and easy
to understand way.

Perhaps one of the biggest differences between
modern day implantology and the procedures
of old is the technology used throughout the
various stages of implant treatment. From start
to finish, digital technology has changed the
experience for professionals and patients alike,
streamlining how it’s performed and ensuring
that it has become a popular treatment option
for edentulous patients.

PLANNING AHEAD

This technology can be especially useful for
more complex cases that may require more
than one implant. The software can be used
to parallel digital scans with proposed implant
locations separately or together, ensuring that
each implant will be placed accurately and
complimentarily for the best result.

Due to the invasive nature of implant surgery,

DURING SURGERY

EMBRACE THE REVOLUTION
Although traditional methods are still effective
in some cases, it makes sense to look toward the
future. Digital technology continually evolves,
but by implementing these advanced systems
into their practices, it follows that dentists can
provide a quicker, more accurate implant service
to patients.

The Osstell range helps make dental implant
treatment more predictable, helping to
objectively determine implant stability and
assess the progress of osseo-integration. It
assists in managing patients with higher risk
factors, making you more effective and in many
cases avoiding unnecessarily long treatment
times. This exciting technology is also available
hand held in the guise of The Beacon or IDx
counter top version.

Computer-guided surgery uses digital treatment
plans to create a template that ensures
professionals know the perfect location, depth
and angulation for the implant before surgery.
Using these surgical templates has been found to
reduce the chance of positioning errors when the
implants are being placed ii, and might even help
to reduce pain during the healing phase iii.
Other digital technologies have been created to
aid professionals in implant surgery by helping
them to achieve optimum implant stability.
Implant stability has been identified as a key part
of effective osseointegration, making it vital for
successful implant treatment iv.

A DIGITAL DIAGNOSIS
Creating an accurate impression of the
patient’s oral cavity is an important first step
in implantology procedures. Whilst traditional
impression materials still work, patients often
find them unpleasant, and the nature of the
procedure often means that distortion and
other inaccuracies occur in the final mould.
Furthermore, the process is messy and time
consuming – two disadvantages that digital
procedures eliminate.

The Implantmed surgical unit from
W&H is a particularly innovative piece
of technology that has been created to
streamline the implant procedure.
Featuring an automatic thread
cutter function and automatic
torque control, Implantmed also
has an attachable Osstell ISQ
module that measures the
stability of implants during
placement in a fast, accurate,
non-invasive and simple way
based on qualifiable data,

Furthermore, the accuracy of digital intra-oral
scanners far outweighs those of impressions
made through traditional methods i. This is
because even if the first scan has mistakes or
missing data another can be taken instantly,
without having to wait for any materials to set.
This helps the patient feel more comfortable

T: 0800 294 4700

Modern planning software also enables
professionals to assess many factors that
can impact the implant surgery including
bone volume, bone density and the available
restorative space. It can even be used to help
professionals identify any significant areas to
avoid drilling during implant placement such as
nerves, proximal teeth and sinuses – making the
procedure safer for the patient.

without jeopardising osseointegration or the
healing process. This helps to ensure that the
best possible primary stability is achieved.

Some pieces of modern digital technology
have become an invaluable helping hand for
professionals during implant surgery. Computerguided surgery, in particular, has been a wellexplored choice for professionals, and this is
because it could offer a number of interesting
benefits.

about the procedure and which type of implants
they choose.
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Once these scans have been taken they can also
play a crucial part in the diagnostic wax-up. By
combining the images with the patient’s smile,
professionals can see how the final result may
look and share this with the patient, allowing
them to alter any details such as tooth size until
they are happy with the proposed outcome. This
wax-up can even be 3D printed and tried in the
patient’s mouth to see if the proposed treatment
lives up to their expectations.

it pays for professionals to have a thorough
treatment plan in place in order to achieve the
best results. Digital planning software has helped
professionals approach this stage of treatment
from a more meticulous angle. Digital systems
give dentists the opportunity to overlay virtual
implants over cross-sectional images of the
patient’s oral cavity, meaning they can verify
their treatment planning visually and adjust if
necessary.

www.dentalsky.com

T: 0800 294 4700

i.
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ii.
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To find out more visit www.wh.com/en_uk, call
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SPOTLIGHT

X-Smart Plus
7 PACKS OF FILES OR 6 CONTRA ANGLE FREE!
The X-Smart™ Plus endodontic micromotor is a simple and easy to
use unit designed for GDPs carrying out rotary endodontics.
The unit is compact and portable, operated without a footpedal and can be
battery operated. With reciprocation for WaveOne™and torque control
and auto-reverse modes for continuous rotation instruments,
the X-Smart™ Plus is the most up-to-date endo motor on the
market.

X-Smart Plus 279-0012

Was £1145.00

W&H products are among the best quality instruments
on the market and are used in dentists’ practices, dental
hospitals and dental laboratories in over 110 countries
worldwide.

Now £1095.00

Pack contains: Control unit, motor handpiece with cable and connector, X-Smart Plus 6:1 contra angle, accessories and user manual.

Endo Radar with Apex Locator

Piezomed SA-320

The Woodpecker Endo Radar is a wireless, touchscreen
endodontic motor with a built in apex locator

FREE BONE SET WORTH £891.43!
The new force in bone surgery Piezomed facilitates the surgeon’s and implantologist’s work:
thanks to innovative ultrasound technology, only bone substance is resected with high
precision.

• Wireless communication: The cordless handpiece is driven
by wireless communication from the base unit.
• Wireless charging: Built in high capacity battery in
the base unit can charge the handpiece wirelessly, to
ensure long standby time for the handpiece.
• Precise torque protection: For quick and accurate reversal
to greatly reduce the chance of instrument separation.

Endo Radar - black
Endo Radar - white

279-0035
279-0034

•
•
•
•
•

Was £595.00 Now £525.00
Was £595.00 Now £525.00

Pack contains: Base unit, Handpiece, USB cable, Power adaptor, Measuring wire, File
clip, Lip hook, Touch probe, Instructions

5 PACKS OF GUTTA PERCHA CARTRIDGES FREE!
Cordless Continuous Wave Obturation

Designed for use with the warm vertical condensation technique, the Elementfree obturation system
offers both downpack and backfill capabilities in a cordless design.
Designed for path accuracy
• Features a 3600 one touch activation ring to instantly heat
the plugger and quickly cool upon deactivation
• Digital temperature control for procedural accuracy
• Downpack heats to 2000C in less than 0.5 seconds and with
an adjustable heating range of 100-4000C
• Swiss motor and hear drive for exceptional performance
• Motorised extrusion for less hand fatigue
• Single use cartridges with built in finger grips for ease of use
• Aerogel insulation surrounds the heating element for your comfort and your patients safety
Perfect for Continuous Wave and single motion downpack obturation
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T: 0800 294 4700

Was £1985.00

Piezomed SA-320

235-0019

£3975.00

Set contains: control unit, foot control S-N1, handpiece with cable and clips, irrigation tubing set, mains cable,
motor support, stand, instrument changer, sterilization cassette, instrument set ‘Bone’

Inplantmed SI-1023 - Optic with Wireless Foot Pedal

Elementfree Obturation System

Elementfree 279-0025

The surrounding soft tissue remains uninjured.
Automatic instrument detection.
Three individual operating modes.
Temporary 20 % power increase thanks to boost function.
Ideal illumination of the operating field.

PRICE INCLUDES WS-75 L 20:1 OPTIC CONTRA-ANGLE SURGICAL
HANDPIECE!
Safe, simple and flexible. Implantmed impresses users with its intuitive user interface and simplifies your
treatment process. Every single Implantmed stands for top quality, precision and safety.

• Secure placement: The automatic torque control guarantees the required security. It can be adjusted from 5 to 80 Ncm.
• Measurable stability: Implant stability can be measured precisely with the
W&H Osstell ISQ module, available as an accessory.
• With intuitive ease: Colour touch screen with user‑friendly menu guidance and glass surface for easy cleaning.
• For the dental assistant: The new pump design makes insertion of the coolant hose secure and quick.
• Absolute freedom of movement: With the optional wireless foot control you can select the optimum
position in the work area without restrictions. This means complete safety in the treatment area.
• One for all: The optional wireless foot control can control the functions of
the Implantmed and Piezomed with only one foot control.
Inplantmed SI-1023 235-0037

£4119.00

Set contains: control unit, irrigant support, universal support, mains cable, 3 disposable irrigation tubings,
EM-19 LC LEC+ electric motor, wireless foot control with CAN dongle

Now £1625.00

www.dentalsky.com

T: 0800 294 4700

www.dentalsky.com
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EyeSpecial C-III Digital Camera

EXPERTsurg Lux

The EyeSpecial C-III digital camera is designed specifically
for use in dental practices and laboratories. It meets all
requirements of dental photography whether routine, highrisk or orthodontic patients, intraoral photography, case
documentation or laboratory application.

FREE HANDPIECE!*

SPOTLIGHT

• KaVo EXPERTsurg LUX - The surgical unit with high precision
• Operate safely with high precision thanks to one of the world’s
lightest and smallest surgical mother and auto-calibration
• Rely on high performance with 80Ncm torque at the intrument
• Save time with intuitive programming and easy hygiene

Excel Healthcare Ltd has grown to become one of the largest
suppliers of bench top steam sterilisers in the UK. They are
committed to providing their customers with the highest
quality products at affordable prices.

Eclipse Vacuum Steam Steriliser Autoclave

• 12 megixel CMOS
• 10x optical zoom
• Precise and detailed photographs with excellent
depth of field ranging to the 2nd molar
• One-handed operation, even with medical gloves
• Water-resistant and easy to disinfect
• Lightweight: approx. 590 grams
• Integrated autofocus system with 10x optical zoom

WATER DISTILLER, ULTRASONIC BATH AND DATA
LOGGER FREE!
EXPERTsurg Lux 235-0011

EyeSpecial C-III

387-0003

Was £2500.00 Now £2225.00

Pack contains: Camera EyeSpecial C-III, Close-up lens (49 mm) by Kenko, Lens cap,
4 GB SDHC card, Video cable, Hand strap, SHOFU gray card, 4 AA batteries, User
manual, Quick reference guide, safety instructions

Was £3185.00 Now £2575.00

Pack contains: Surgical motor INTRA LUX S600 LED, foot control, Motor tubing,
starter tube set (5), motor and instrument holder, irrigation bracket, pump, power
supply
*SURGmatic S11L or S201L Handpiece FREE!

Spark Imaging Plate Scanner

The Eclipse steam steriliser range is available as Class “B” factionated vacuum models
specially designed and manufactured for dental practices.
Each model has an automated door locking and opening system and the simple press button
control panel makes the steriliser very easy to use.
All Eclipse sterilisers come with an inbuilt printer and USB information download facility as
standard and is fully automated with pre-programmed sterilisation cycles including testing
cycles. The high precision micro processor control system gives perfect sterilisation results
every time.
17 litre Autoclave

147-0027

Was £3600.00 Now £2695.00

Also available in 8 litre, 12 litre and 22 litre models

The Spark Imaging Plate Scanner combines all the benefits of intra-oral imaging technologies and eliminates their weaknesses to give
you the speed of a sensor with the comfort of flexible plates.

Pack contains: Eclipse steam steriliser, USB and data logger, 3x Trays, 1 year warranty

Increase patient comfort with multi-sized flexible imaging plates and get rid of cables plus there’s no need to share the practice scanner when you can save
time and keep the Spark scanner at your side for easy and immediate use.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Outstanding images: With a resolution of up to 35 lp/mm Spark gives you performance that is equal to or better than the best sensors on the market
Save time: Spark reads imaging plates in only 3 seconds making it the fastest scanner on the market.
Easy installation: Finally a scanner you can install yourself in only 5 minutes that can be used on any platform, Mac or Windows, and with your existing
practice mangement or imaging software.
Save space: Spark is 5 times smaller than the next smallest imaging plate scanner on the market.
Save trouble: Spark is 100% button free, 100% trouble free. Just plug and scan.
Low dose: The HD imaging plates supplied with Spark are twice as sensitive as regular imaging plates meaning Spark requires half the X-Ray exposure.

Enigma Steam Steriliser Autoclave
WATER DISTILLER, ULTRASONIC BATH AND DATA
LOGGER FREE!
The Enigma range of steam sterilisers is designed specially for the modern healthcare
professional. The simple push button control panel design is very easy to operate. Each
programme is fully automated with preprogrammed sterilisation cycles including testing
cycles. All Enigma steam sterilisers come with a USB data logger as standard . The high
precision micro processor control system gives perfect sterilisation results and an inbuilt
independent steam generator provides readily available steam for faster sterilisation cycles.
The clear LCD screen displays continuous information on each cycle’s progress giving relevant
updates to the user. The sterilisation chamber and pressure door are manufactured from the
highest quality stainless steel with a highly polished finish and modern design.

Spark Scanner

186-0085

17 litre Autoclave

£4500.00

Contents: 1 x Spark Phosphor Plate scanner system, 4 x Imaging HD Plates Size 2, 300 x Barrier Sleeves Size 2, 1 x Storage Box with silicone mat, 1 x USB 2.0 cable 2.8m, 1 x Power
supply 230v, 1 x USB Key with software, user manual & how to video’s, 1 x Quick start guide.
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8-488

Was £3266.67

Now £2495.00

Also available in 8 litre and 12 litre models

T: 0800 294 4700

www.dentalsky.com
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ProTaper GOLD

Wave One GOLD

Go-Taper Flex

FREE PROPEX PIXI APEX LOCATOR WHEN
YOU BUY 50!

FREE PROPEX PIXI APEX LOCATOR WHEN
YOU BUY 50!

FROM ONLY £18.95!

New generation of reciprocating
file developed in collaboration
with four endodontic key
opinion leaders.

Pack of 6 files

Was £47.65

Pack of 3
Assorted Pack of 4

Now £39.95

Was £41.75 Now £37.65
Was £53.95 Now £48.95

Go-Taper Universal

HyFlex™ EDM

Masserann Micro Kit

BUY 20 GET 10 FREE!

Masserann Micro Kit for use with the well established Masserann
technique for the removal of metal fragments from root canals

The new HyFlex EDM NiTi files are stronger and more fracture
resistant therefore reducing the number of files required for
cleaning and shaping without compromising preservation of the
root canal anatomy.

Masserann Micro Kit

313-0009

Contains: Extractor Ø 1.2, Short handle, Flat spanner, Short trepan bur Ø 1.2, Long
trepan bur Ø 1.2, Short trepan bur Ø 1.3, Long trepan bur Ø 1.3

Hand Files

K-Flex files feature a unique
rhomboid design which provides
a short axis for flexibility while
maintaining cross-sectional
strength.

R&S offer a wide range of ergonomically shaped ISO colour coded
K-Files, Hedstroem Files and K-Reamers.

K-Flex is more flexible than conventional
files of comparable size and facilitates
the negotiation of curved canals and their
preparation with minimal potential for
ledging and perforating.
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Length
21mm
25mm
253-0311
253-0319
253-0312
253-0320
253-0313
253-0321
253-0314
253-0322
253-0315
253-0323
253-0316
253-0324
253-0317
253-0325
253-0318
253-0326

31mm
253-0327
253-0328
253-0329
253-0330
253-0331
253-0332
253-0333
253-0334

£23.95

Reverso Silver from Access is a variable taper, alternating movement endodontic
NiTi file system with a quick, simple sequence
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alternating clockwise and anti-clockwise movement.
Complete preparation with only one file!
Simplify your endodontic sequence.
Extremely flexible files.
High strength for powerful cutting.
Suitable for treatment and re-treatment.
Sterilisable at 134°C

Packs of 6 files - Assorted packs contain 2 x SO25, 2 x SO40, 2 x SO50

2
1

BUY
GET

Available in packs of 6 files in 21mm,
25mm or 30mm lengths and ISO sizes
06 to
60.
Was £9.95
Was £13.45

19mm
Assorted
19
253-0310
18
20
20
25
30
40
50
-

Assorted packs contain: 6 files in assorted sizes: A0, A1, A2, B1, B2 & B3.

FROM ONLY £24.60!

£275.00

K-Flex Files

K-Flex - sizes 06-40 (6)
K-Flex - Sizes 45-60 (6)

Assorted
4%
2%
4%
7%
8%
9%
6%
5%

ISO

The system is comprised of:
• 3 shaping files: A0, A1 and A2
• 3 finishing files: B1, B2 and B3
• 2 additional finishing files for larger canals: B4 and B5
• Only 3 instruments are required in the majority of
cases: A1, A2, B1.
Go-Taper files are sterilisable at 134°C.

Reverso Silver Files

FREE
Was £39.95 Now £35.95

Taper

• Only 3 instruments are required in the majority of cases: A1, A2, B1.

Buy 10 packs @ £18.95 each

3
1

Pack of 3

Assorted Kit
A0
A1
A2
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
Pack of 6 files

BUY
GET

Available in various sizes, please see www.dentalsky.com

Go-Taper Flex is a Nickel Titanium, variable taper endodontic file system
with a special heat treatment to give improved flexibility to the files.
Efficient:
• Excellent cutting power
• Superior canal cleaning due to the apical conicity of the files
• Easier lift of the debris
• Continuous rotation
Safe:
• Go-Taper Fex has a non-cutting tip for added safety.
Simple:
• Same sequences for all endodontic canals
• Easy to remember sequence

Pack of 6
Now £8.65
Now £11.45

£5.45

Available in 21mm or 25mm length and complete with
colour coded stops: Red stop = 21mm and Blue stop = 25mm

www.dentalsky.com

FREE

Length/Size
21mm
25mm
31mm
Pack of 6 files

SO25
253-0338
253-0342
253-0046

Assorted
253-0337
253-0341
253-0045

SO40
253-0339
253-0343
253-0047

SO50
253-0340
253-0344
253-0048

£29.95

Buy 10 packs @ £24.60 each

T: 0800 294 4700

www.dentalsky.com
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SPOTLIGHT

Woodpex III Apex Locator
The Woodpex Apex Locator is a highly precise instrument using the latest
*
technology, equipped with the fifth generation electro circuit engineering.

Woodpex III Apex Locator

178-0009 Was £270.00 Now £195.00

3TECH gives you high performance without frills, 12 month
repair or replace warranty across the range and consistent
everyday low pricing.

Pack contains: 1 x main unit, 4 x file clips, 2 x measuring files, 1 x tester, 2 x lip hook, 1 x measuring
wire, 1 x charging cable with UK plug, 1 x instruction manual, 1 x product CD

Dental Dam

L-200 1:5 Optic Contra-Angle

TR-720L Turbine

ONLY £295!

FROM ONLY £145!

The 3TECH L-200 Contra-Angle handpiece is a reliable,
powerful and aesthetic 1:5 speed increasing dental contraangle handpiece for FG burs featuring glass rod optic and
four cooling sprays.

The TR-720L high speed optic dental turbine
handpiece from 3TECH provides high power,
25,000 lux light, 4 sprays and near silent running

Easy to use and precut dental dams.

2
1

BUY
GET

FREE

•
•
•
•
•
•

Latex free blue dam
Medium (20)
Heavy (20)

9-577
£11.95
106-0007 £11.95

Natural latex green dam
Fine (36)
Medium (36)
Heavy (36)

Speed: 200,000 rpm
Speed ratio: 1: 5
Bur type: FG
Glass rod optics: 25,000 Lux
Cooling: Quadruple spray
Push button
1 YEAR
WARRANTY

9-575
1-121
9-576

£9.95
£9.95
£9.95

2:1
1:5

L-FIRST Speed Coupling 138-0145 Now £55.00
Buy 3 @ £45.00

£295.00

Gutta-Cutter

LED-1007 Curing Lights

Mineral-based Root Canal Sealer

The EASYCUT Gutta-Cutter from 3TECH
allows you to quickly and easily section
Gutta Percha points

FROM ONLY £59.00!

• Quick and efficient sectioning
of gutta percha points.
• Ergonomic handpiece.
• Rechargeable.
• Comes with 4 interchangeable tips.
• Sterilizable tips.
• Autonomy before charge: 80 uses.
• Heat temperature: 1,200°C

Gutta-Cutter

279-0037

Buy 3 @ £45.95
BioRoot RCS

234-0010

T: 0800 294 4700

Was £115.00

Now £99.95

www.dentalsky.com

T: 0800 294 4700

£49.95

1 YEAR
WARRANTY

138-0144 Now £165.00

BioRoot RCS

• Outstanding adhesion to dentin and gutta-percha points
• Hydrophilic - BioRoot RCS continues the sealing
process in the presence of moisture
• Pure mineral formulation - will not stain teeth
• Resin-free - made from pure calcium silicate and is
monomer-free ensuring zero shrinkage**
• Great flowability - seals auxilliary canals
• Uses cold single cone or cold lateral condensation
• High 5mm Al radiopacity for clear images on radiograph
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Standard head turbine
Speed : 280,000 to 320,000 rpm
Light intensity : 25 000 LUX
Push button
Pressure : 2,5 to 3 bars
Silent function (≤ 55 dB)
Compatible with Kavo MULTIflex® couplings

TR-720L Turbine
Buy 3 @ £145.00

RATIO

L-200 Contra Angle 179-0117

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 YEAR
WARRANTY

LED-1007 Curing Lights from 3TECH are powerful,
lightweight and easy to use
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intensity: 5W > 1,100 mW/cm²
3 modes: gradual, flash and full power
Time: 10, 20, 30 and 40 seconds
Wavelength: 430 – 485nm
Dimensions: 175mm x ø 22mm
Weight: 152g
Colours: Black, Silver or Blue
Warranty: 12 months

Colour
Ref.

Black
104-0028

LED-1007

£69.00

Silver
104-0029

1 YEAR
WARRANTY

Blue
104-0030

Buy 3 @ £59.00

www.dentalsky.com
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ALL ABOARD!
BOAT BASH - IN REVIEW
Over the course of BDIA Showcase this year, a special event took place
on the Friday evening on board the Sunborn Yacht Hotel. You may
have heard about it, you may have went, either way we’re here to give
you an insight of what went down (and it wasn’t the boat thank God!)
at the BrushUp UK BoatBash.
WHO ARE BRUSHUP UK?
BrushUP UK are a dental Charity based, and
operating, in the South West of England.
BrushUpUK qualified Dental Care Professionals
provide individually tailored presentations to
schools, SEN schools, care homes and palliative
care units in the local area. Delivering practical,
sensory and visual displays. These strive to
improve the oral hygiene and attitude towards
oral hygiene of the clients, staff and students.
With the help of dental professionals across
the country, BrushUp UK aim to share their
knowledge and skills to ensure a good standard
of oral health is accessible and maintained for
all ages and all people across the UK, with a
particular focus for those that are most ‘at risk’
such as the elderly, those in palliative care and
SEN schools.
Donations allow BrushUp UK to purchase vital
materials and presentation tools that ensure
they can deliver the oral health message to a
wide audience. Branded scrubs, toothbrushes,
tooth paste, educational books and practical
demonstration tools all help them to capture
their audiences attention and make positive
changes to their oral health.

THE VENUE
The Sunborn Yacht Hotel is situated just a stone’s
throw away from ExCel London (where BDIA
Showcase was located) , permanently docked
on the Thames river. The super yacht was the
perfect venue to host a party, bringing just a
touch of elegance and luxury.
The event was held in the main bar, where
people where treated to a glass of champagne
upon arrival. You couldn’t miss the entrance with
the BrushUp banner including their sponsors
for the event! The bar had a warm inviting feel
and was given the brush up touch with beautiful
centre pieces featuring a small write up about
brush up. On the far right as you enter the silent
auction table could be found, where they were
some excellent prizes to be won, including a days
golfing on the prestigious Loch Lomond course.
At the back of the room, just to the right, the
photo booth could be found. The booth was
heaps of fun as crowds gathered around the
camera finding the most ridiculous prop they
could find! Attendees where also able to get out
onto the rear deck faced with a beautiful view
of the London skyline, with the O2 arena lit up
standing prominently alongside the Thames. A
great pace to sit and chat in a more quiet area.

THE ENTERTAINMENT
The entertainment at BoatBash was second to
none. Opening the night the FiveGoforth Cycle
team announced how much they raised for their
recent charity cycle from Land’s End to John
O’Groates giving a small speech and allowing
the charities they donated to a chance to each
say a few words. At 8:30 A live band (Northern
Quarter Live) made an appearance which
featured not only your standard make-up of
musicians but also a saxophone player! The band
but their own funky, stylish spin on a range of old
and new hits.
Shortly after the band the casino upstairs in the
Sky Lounge was opened, where guests flocked
around the tables, playing roulette, black jack and
poker. Guests exchanged money for fun money
in order to purchase chips to place their bets
at the table. The games provided fun for hours
and were huge hit amongst all of the attendees!
Amongst the tables was also a vodka luge which
had the BrushUp UK logo inscribed into it.
THE FOOD
In order to meet the luxurious standards of the
Yacht the gourmet had to be fine and elegant,
and that’s exactly what it was. Throughout the
night a wholesome selection of canapés and
bowl food were brought round by waiters. For
starters canapés included a slow braised pork
belly with apple puree, served on a golden
spoon, deep fried halloumi & lemon dip and
vegetable samosa with sweet chilli sauce for the
vegetarians.
Following that the bowl food made the rounds,
with a selection of atlantic prawn cocktail salad
with Marie rose sauce, breaded chicken goujon
with spinach and mushroom, pomme Lyonnaise,
sweet chilli sauce and peas and butternut squash
risotto with herbs crème sauce Parmesan cheese.
For desert a chocolate brownie with crème
Chantilly was served. The guests all seemed
extremely satisfied and from first hand I can tell
you that everything was absolutely exquisite!
All in all the night was a huge success, not only in
raising money and awareness for a great charity,
but also in providing a night of regalement for all
the guests!

PHOTOGRAPHY: JAKE SAMPSON-FIELD
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‘TIS THE SEASON
TO TREAT YOURSELF

Reward yourself for buying
your dental equipment!
Shopping for your dental products can be a tiring
job, but we like to make things a little easier for
you!
By shopping online, not only can you save all
your regular items to a favourites list where they
are easy to find, we also reward you with loyalty
points which you can save up and spend on treats
for yourself!
With the Dental Sky Loyalty Rewards Scheme
you earn one point for every £1 you spend with
us online! Once you have collected at least 300
points, you can start spending them in our loyalty
gift catalogue, with gifts like chocolate, iPads, gift
cards, an Xbox and so much more!
This is our way of saying thank you for being a
valued customer and for shopping online on our
fabulous new website.

Sign up today and start collecting your
points to reward yourself for all your
hard work!

Dental Sky Ltd, Unit A, Foster Road, Ashford, Kent TN24 0SH
All offers valid until 31/12/2018. With selected offers valid until 31/01/2019
Errors and omissions excepted. Finance options available.
All goods returned without prior authorisation or after 7 days from the delivery date will be subject to a 10% restocking fee.
All prices exclusive of VAT see www.dentalsky.com for full Terms and Conditions.
Please note that a delivery charge will be applied to all orders under £100 ex VAT, £2.95 for UK mainland, £15 for NI, Highlands and Islands.
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